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Photography/African American, 192 pages 
8.5 x 9.5
80 B&W Photos
Cloth, $45.00 (Can $53.00)
ISBN: 9780991541829
CityFiles Press
Available

Gotta Go Gotta Flow
Life, Love, and Lust on Chicago’s 
South Side From the Seventies
Patricia Smith
Photographer Michael Abramson

Mesmerized by the ‘70s nightclub culture on Chi-
cago’s South Side, Michael Abramson became 
a part of the scene and spent three years taking 
photographs in five clubs. More than 40 years later, 
Patricia Smith, nationally-known poet and slam 
poetry champion, comes across Abramson’s work 
and is inspired by his work. Smith, who knew the 
clubs well, brings this collection of photographs 
to life with eighty poetic stories. Combining black 
and white photography with poetry, this book gives 
readers a front-row seat to the grooviest nightclubs 
of the 1970s.

Patricia Smith is a professor, a four-time individu-
al champion of the National Poetry Slam, and a 
two-time Pushcart Prize winner. She is the author 
of six books of poetry including Blood Dazzler 
and Teahouse of the Almighty. She lives in New 
York City. Michael Abramson worked as a Chica-
go-based commercial and documentary photog-
rapher for nearly four decades starting in the early 
1970s. His work appeared in publications such as 
Forbes, Fortune, Newsweek, and Time. His Chicago 
nightlife photography appeared in Light: On the 
South Side, a portfolio that is a part of a record 
album set. His South Side work is internationally 
known by photo connoisseurs.
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Architecture/Photography 
264 pages, 9 x 12
110 B&W Photos, 110 Color Illustrations, 
Four-color Interior
Cloth, $60.00 (Can $71.00)
ISBN: 9780991541836
CityFiles Press
Available

Richard Nickel  
Dangerous Years
What He Saw and What He Wrote
Richard Cahan and Michael Williams

Devoting his life to save America’s architecture, 
Richard Nickel was inflamed by the destruction of 
what he perceived to be art and disturbed by what 
this destruction said about the society in which we 
lived. Today he is remembered through the pho-
tographs he left behind as well as the thousands 
of notes and letters—funny, angry, and always 
eloquent—that detail a life of passion and determi-
nation. He took risks, spoke his mind, and champi-
oned an oversized cause. His rebellion against the 
shortsighted disregard of an American genius, the 
architect Louis Sullivan, appeals to a new gener-
ation interested in conservation—whether of old 
buildings or natural resources. This book is a collec-
tion of more than 100 letters and photographs that 
will inspire and intrigue readers.

“Nickel’s photographs must be seen by all, not so 
much to bemoan lost things, but to prevent such 
crimes against cityscape from ever occurring 
again.”
—Erik Larson, author, The Devil in the White City

“Nickel’s images are, at heart, a record of the life 
and, alas too often, the death of great Chicago 
architecture, a theme chillingly echoed in Nickel’s 
own brief life and his death amid the ruins of his 
beloved Stock Exchange.”
—David Garrard Lowe, author, Lost Chicago

Richard Cahan is a former picture editor for the Chi-
cago Sun-Times and was the director of CITY 2000. 
He is the author They All Fall Down: Richard Nickel’s 
Struggle to Save America’s Architecture and the 
coauthor of Edgar Miller and the Handmade Home, 
The Lost Panoramas, Richard Nickel’s Chicago, 
and Vivian Maier. He lives in Skokie, Illinois. Michael 
Williams is a writer, designer, and publisher who 
has produced more than a dozen books. He is the 
coauthor of eight books, including Richard Nickel’s 
Chicago, Vivian Maier, and Who We Were: A Snap-
shot History of America. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.
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Nature/Travel, 152 pages, 7 x 10
180 Color Photos, Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $19.95 (Can $25.95)
ISBN: 9780977859993
Encante Press, LLC
Available

Endangered Edens
Exploring the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge, Costa Rica,  
the Everglades, and Puerto Rico
Marty Essen

Through this unforgettable journey that combines 
the genres of wildlife photography, adventure 
travelogue, and environmental education, readers 
will experience four of natures’ most paradisiacal lo-
cations. With humor and detailed observations, the 
author shares his adventures in the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, and the Ev-
erglades and brings awareness to the dangers that 
each place may face in the future. Intriguing color 
photographs and entertaining stories help bring a 
little bit of paradise to every reader’s home.

 “A magical, fun journey through some of the 
world’s hidden and not so hidden Edens, as seen 
through the eyes of a true wildlife aficionado and 
author whose writing makes the pages come alive 
and vibrate with the sound and pulse of nature. A 
book that once started is impossible to put down.”
—Dr. M. Sanjayan, senior scientist, Conservation 
International, television host, EARTH: A New Wild

“I highly recommend that everyone join author 
Marty Essen and his wife, Deb, as they explore our 
planets’ Endangered Edens. After reading about 
these last great wild places, you will surely be 
tempted to visit them and more importantly protect 
them for future generations to enjoy.”
—Cindy Shogan, executive director, Alaska Wilder-
ness League

Marty Essen is a college speaker who travels with his 
slide show, “Around the World in 90 Minutes.” He is 
the author of Cool Creatures, Hot Planet. He lives in 
Victor, Montana.
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Travel/Nature, 455 pages, 6 x 9
85 Color Photos, 6 Maps, Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $24.95 (Can $32.95)
ISBN: 9780977859979
(REPLACES:  9780977859979) 
Encante Press, LLC
Available

Cool Creatures, Hot Planet
Exploring the Seven Continents
Second edition
Marty Essen

Entertaining and informational, this book takes 
readers through the author’s three-and-a-half 
yearlong adventure to some of the wildest plac-
es on all seven continents. He and his wife began 
crisscrossing the globe with the simple intention of 
searching for rare and interesting wildlife. When 
their travels coincided with the U.S. invasion of Iraq, 
the added element made them unwitting ambas-
sadors for peace. Their experiences—from amusing 
to life threatening—changed their lives forever. The 
author combines observations, facts, and photo-
graphs in a way that will appeal to animal lovers 
and travel enthusiasts alike.

“An exciting and adventurous read. Cool Crea-
tures, Hot Planet by Marty Essen is a roller coaster 
ride through the natural world that will both enter-
tain and enlighten readers.”
—Jeff Corwin, tv host, The Jeff Corwin Experience

“[Cool Creatures, Hot Planet] is the best travel and 
exploratory work I have yet encountered. Marty 
Essen and his wife, Deb, are two highly intelligent, 
imaginative, and brave people.”
—Senator George McGovern

Marty Essen is a college speaker who travels with 
his slide show “Around the World in 90 Minutes.”  
He is the author of Endangered Edens. He lives  
in Victor, Montana.
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Fiction, 278 pages, 6 x 9
Cloth, $25.99 (Can $30.99)
ISBN: 9781942280262
Conundrum Press
Available

The Antichrist of   
Kokomo County
A Novel
David Skinner

Frankie Horvath is not happy. He’s almost forty. He’s 
fat. His wife is dead. He designs forks for a living. 
And his son might just be the Antichrist. Frankie is 
about to meet with Satanists to find out the truth 
once and for all. Taking into account Frankie’s 
lifelong delusions of grandeur, and the gun stuffed 
down the front of his pants, a bloody showdown for 
the fate of mankind is not out of the question.

“Skinner’s debut novel is a clever, funny chronicle of 
an apocalypse narrowly averted and of greatness 
diverted.”
—Kirkus Reviews

David Skinner is a freelance editor and an enthusi-
ast of the bat and ball. A voracious reader of books 
and watcher of fine television shows and films, he 
can occasionally be convinced to do outdoorsy 
things that make one feel alive. He lives in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado.
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Fiction/Regional: West, 132 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781942280125
Conundrum Press
Available

The Western Lonesome 
Society
A Novel
Robert Garner McBrearty

In this hilarious, poignant, over-the-top Western, 
readers are introduced to Jim O’Brien who is writing 
a quixotic saga of his ancestors who grew up with 
a tribe of Comanche. As his grip on reality loosens, 
O’Brien weaves into his tale an RV trip through the 
soul of the west and includes a whole host of char-
acters such as modern day stalkers, drug dealers, 
secret agents, strippers, a mad linguist, an imaginary  
ther apist, and Ernest Hemingway. Having been dis-
placed, each of the char acters must embark on the 
great American quest for a place to truly call home.

 “Robe t McBrear ty’s stories occupy a fascinating 
world where the daft becomes hear tfelt, the dan-
gerous becomes ordinary, and the ordinary be-
comes downright odd. A world, in other words, seen 
through a pane of absurdist old glass.”
—David Wroblewski, author, The Story of Edgar 
Sawtelle

 “McBrearty has a flair for the comic.”
—Chicago Tribune

“McBrearty’s writing is simultaneously poignant and 
hilarious. Themes of belonging, nostalgia, and the 
nature of home intertwine in this deep short novella.”
—Foreword Reviews

“The Western Lonesome Society is a thing of 
beauty, a house with many rooms, all built of 
humor and pathos. I don’t know what to call it, 
comic novel or surreal novella, or a genre all its 
own, a literary tall tale.”
—Barry Kitterman, author, The Baker’s Boy

Robert Garner McBrearty teaches writing at the 
University of Colorado. His stories have been anthol-
ogized in the Pushcart Prize and widely published in 
leading literary journals, including Mississippi Review, 
The Missouri Review, Narrative Magazine, New 
England Review, North American Review, and Story 
Quarterly. He is the author of Episode and A Night 
at the Y. He lives in Louisville, Colorado.
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Fiction/History, 423 pages, 6 x 9
Trade Paper, $14.95 (Can $17.95)
ISBN: 9780990872405
Pedaceum Press
Available

Passage at Delphi
A.K. Patch

The lives of history and ancient language professors, 
Lauren and Zack Fletcher, have been upended 
in ways neither could imagine in this epic adven-
ture tale that takes readers from sunny San Diego 
to the stunning vistas of ancient and modern day 
Greece. The Fletchers carry on their academic lives 
with relative ease but they are splintered by their 
contention over career goals and starting a family. 
Now, unbeknownst to them, they’ve been drafted 
to take part in events that will span millennia and 
decide the course of mankind’s future. Lauren and 
Zack have been propelled into an ancient Greek 
war, forcing them to confront a past that is both 
familiar and terrifying. To return home, they must 
overcome warfare on a massive scale, set aside 
their recent marital discord, and find within them-
selves the wisdom to navigate treacherous routes of 
survival. Dreams will be dashed and others realized 
as Lauren and Zack negotiate a dangerous dance 
of cultural wonder, calculated risk, and unintended 
consequences.

• $24,000 marketing budget

“A force to be reckoned with ... involves even  
the most experienced reader of historical fiction, 
mythology fantasy, and adventure.”  —Midwest 
Book Review

A.K. Patch is a former U.S. Navy captain with a 
longtime fascination of ancient cultures and their 
connections to the modern world. He lives in San 
Diego, California.
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Poetry, 82 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $12.99 (Can $15.99)
ISBN: 9781938633430
(REPLACES:  9781881090144) 
Conundrum Press
Available

Facing the Music
Second edition
Bruce Berger

Music is used in this book of poetry as more than 
subject matter but as a metaphor for the exam-
ined life. In the collection, a man’s transformations 
are measured by the concerts he has witnessed, 
the depth of a woman’s life is revealed by an 
unfinished painting her son a ttempts to complete, 
and a composer is gauged by his silences. With a 
compression rare in contemporary poetry and a 
leavening wit, the author draws the reader toward 
a subject’s interior through its beguiling surface and 
springs secrets from uninspected common places.

“Insightful and resonant, these poems vibrate with 
feeling and understanding not only of music but of 
life, love, and the pursuit of meaning . . . They leave 
a lasting resonance.”
—Eugenia Zukerman, flutist

Bruce Berger is a pianist who has played profes-
sionally in the U.S. and Spain and has given ben-
efit concerts in Mexico. He has also given poetry 
readings in New Delhi and Mumbai and was sent 
to represent the U.S. at the Mussoorie International 
Writers’ Festival in Northern India. He is the author 
of Almost an Island, The Telling Distance, and There 
Was a River. He lives in Aspen, Colorado.
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Music/History, 420 pages, 8 x 10
400 Color Photos, 20 B&W Photos, 30 Color 
Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $44.95 (Can $53.95)
ISBN: 9780980476279
Graham McDonald Stringed Instruments
Available

The Mandolin
A History
Graham McDonald

The mandolin is a fascinating and diverse musical 
instrument that spans across centuries and con-
tinents. With photographs and in-depth details, 
this book traces the history of the mandolin and its 
family that can be found around the world. There 
are detailed stories that tell who, where, why, and 
how each beautiful piece was made. Included 
are chapters such as “The American Mandolin,” 
“Gibson,” “The Middle Ages & Renaissance,” and 
“Spain, Portugal & Beyond.”

Graham McDonald has been building mandolins, 
bouzoukis and other stringed instruments for more 
than 30 years. He is the author of The Bouzouki Book, 
on building Irish bouzoukis and citterns and The 
Mandolin Project, a manual for building four styles 
of mandolin. He lives in Canberra, Australia.
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Crafts & Hobbies, 128 pages, 8.5 x 11
450 Color Photos, 25 Color Illustrations, 
Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $29.95 (Can $35.95)
ISBN: 9780981886053
Dragon Threads
Available

Appliqué Mastery
Create Your Own Quilt Masterpiece: 
Processes, Possibilities & Pattern
Philippa Naylor

Exploring a wide range of methods, this book takes 
quilters on a step-by-step journey through the pro-
cess of designing a competition-ready applique 
quilt. The techniques range from very easy to very 
involved and include the turned edge, satin stitch, 
blanket stitch, free-motion raw edge, and the bias 
strip. The book is structured so that it is perfect for 
a month-by-month project for crafters to follow or 
to set a personal time frame and work at a desired 
pace. Included is a gorgeous medallion-style quilt 
pattern with detailed instructions which will put 
each new skill immediately to the test. Encouraging 
experimentation, the author offers applique designs 
that will spawn creativity in all quilters.

Philippa Naylor is the former head designer for a UK 
lingerie company and has won numerous quilting 
awards, including the Bernina Machine Workman-
ship Award and the Pfaff Master Award for Machine 
Artistry. Her works are in the permanent collection 
of the National Quilt Museum in Kentucky and have 
been exhibited at shows around the world. She is 
the author of Quilting in the Limelight. She lives in 
Yorkshire, England.



The Tao of  Yiquan
The Method of  Awareness  
in the Martial Arts
Fifth edition
Jan Diepersloot

Based on the techniques and practices of 
various masters of Yiquan, this book focuses 
on the ability to defeat power and speed with 
the softness and stillness taught by this Chinese 
martial art. Yiquan, also known as I Ch’uan, is 
an ancient health and martial art system that 
has its roots in Buddhism and draws on Chinese 
meditative traditions. Central to Yiquan train-
ing methods is a practice of meditation that 
integrates mind and body to produce fajin, a 
powerful and potentially lethal force. Yiquan 
also relies on skills of awareness and stillness to 
counter and control this deadly force. This is 
volume two of the Warriors of Stillness trilogy.

Jan Diepersloot has studied martial arts for more 
than 35 years and is the author of Masters of 
Perception and Qigong of the Center. He is the 
founder of the Contra Costa Center for Healing 
and the Arts, where he teaches. He lives in Wal-
nut Creek, California.

Martial Arts/Spirituality, 251 pages, 7 x 10
5 B&W Photos, 75 Line Drawings
Trade Paper, $24.95 (Can $29.95)
ISBN: 9780964997646
(REPLACES: 9780964997615) 
Qi Works   
Available

Qigong of  the Center, 
Essence of  Taijiquan
The Teachings of  Grandmaster Cai 
Song Fang
Jan Diepersloot

Breaking down the very essence of the ancient 
Chinese health practices for taijiquan, this book 
discusses techniques that teach movement 
from the center of the body and the ability of 
issuing the “jing” or explosive force. Also includ-
ed is an exploration of the theory and practices 
of taijiquan as a contact sport, particularly its 
interactive training regimen used to perfect tim-
ing and responses that control the opponent’s 
balance with as little force as necessary. This is 
the first volume of the Warriors of Stillness trilogy.

Jan Diepersloot has studied martial arts for more 
than 35 years and is the author of Masters of 
Perception and The Tao of Yiquan. He is the 
founder of the Contra Costa Center for Healing 
and the Arts, where he teaches. He lives in Wal-
nut Creek, California.

Spirituality/Sports, 280 pages, 7 x 10
Trade Paper, $24.95 (Can $29.95)
ISBN: 9780964997639  
(REPLACES: 9780964997608) 
Qi Works   
Available
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The Warriors of   
Stillness Trilogy
Meditative Traditions in  
the Chinese Martial Arts
Jan Diepersloot

This boxed set includes all three volumes in The 
Warriors of Stillness Trilogy which follow the au-
thor’s experiences and investigations into the in-
ternal martial arts. The first book discusses tech-
niques on movement, issuing the “jing,” and the 
theory and practices of taijiquan.  The second 
book pulls from the practices that are used in 
Yiquan such as the ability to defeat power and 
speed, traditional meditation techniques, and 
the skills that are used to counter and control 
force. The last book describes good posture 
and breathing habits, instruction on developing 
the “jin,” how to control body movements and 
actions, and the peak transcendent experience 
of awareness. Each volume includes illustrations 
that complement the text and offer a visual 
guide through the various stages in martial arts.

Jan Diepersloot has studied martial arts for more 
than 35 years. He is the founder of the Contra 
Costa Center for Healing and the Arts, where he 
teaches. He lives in Walnut Creek, California.

Sports/Spirituality, 643 pages, 7 x 10
Two-color Interior
Boxed Set, $75.00 (Can $89.00)
ISBN: 9780964997622
Qi Works   
Available

Masters of  Perception
Sensory-Motor Integration  
in the Internal Martial Arts
Jan Diepersloot

Divided into four parts, this book describes the 
developmental stages of the internal martial 
artist. The first requirement lies in the constant 
cultivation and maintenance of proper posture 
and breathing habits, both in the stillness of sit-
ting and standing and in the movement of the 
body. The next stage develops “jin,” or “fajin,” a 
unique power characteristic of internal martial 
arts that is examined through the fundamental, 
physiological, anatomical, and mechanical 
bases and parameters. Also important is the 
“yi,” which refers to the mental faculty tasked 
with controlling our movements and actions in 
the world, and “shen,” the peak or transcen-
dent experience of awareness. This is the final 
volume of the Warriors of Stillness trilogy.

Jan Diepersloot has studied martial arts for more 
than 35 years and is the author of Qigong of the 
Center and The Tao of Yiquan. He is the found-
er of the Contra Costa Center for Healing and 
the Arts, where he teaches. He lives in Walnut 
Creek, California.

Sports/Spirituality, 212 pages, 7 x 10
Trade Paper, $29.95 (Can $35.95)
ISBN: 9780985986506
Qi Works   
Available
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Religion/Political Science, 256 pages  
5.5 x 8.5, 1 B&W Photo
Trade Paper, $12.95 (Can $14.95)
ISBN: 9781887917148
Ikeda Center
Available

Our World To Make
Hinduism, Buddhism, and the  
Rise of  Global Civil Society
Ved Nanda and Daisaku Ikeda

Discussing the core, shared values of Hinduism 
and Buddhism, the authors examine international 
movements aimed at the development and pro-
tection of human rights, the elimination of nuclear 
weapons, and the creation of international legal 
frameworks to punish war crimes and crimes against 
humanity. The expansive dialogue demonstrates 
that it is but a short leap — or no leap at all — from 
the personal practice of religion to resolute support 
for the emerging norms and institutions of global 
civil society. Readers, religious or not, will come 
away with a powerful sense of hope for the  
shared global future.
“Our World to Make is engaging and articulate, 
and it will help contemporary intellectuals hone 
their thought processes to advance global  
harmony and peace.”
—Bal Ram Singh, president, Institute of  
Advanced Sciences

Ved Nanda is a law professor, the honorary presi-
dent of the World Jurist Association, and a mem-
ber of the advisory council of the United States 
Institute of Human Rights. He lives in Denver, Colo-
rado. Daisaku Ikeda is the founder and president 
of the Soka Gakkai International. He has written 
and lectured widely on Buddhism, humanism, and 
ethics, and has published dialogues with global 
figures such as Arnold Toynbee, Linus Pauling, and 
Mikhail Gorbachev. He is the author of Buddhism 
Day By Day, Unlocking the Mysteries of Death, The 
Way of Youth and the coauthor of America Will 
Be!, Art of True Relations, and Choose Hope. He 
lives in Tokyo, Japan.
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Buddhism/Spirituality, 143 pages, 5.75 x 8.75
Trade Paper, $10.95 (Can $12.95)
ISBN: 9781938754906
REPLACES:  9780964948426) 
Pariyatti Publishing/Vipassana Research 
Publications
Available

Satipatthana Sutta 
Discourses
Second edition
S. N. Goenka

The Satipatthana Sutta is the Buddha’s single most 
important discourse describing the practice of 
meditation. Here for the first time is the condensed 
version of the daily evening discourse given by the 
author to his students on a seven day retreat. This 
text can serve as a review after taking a course 
or for scholars as a further study of the sutta. The 
book is also a great tool to help meditators prac-
tice and as S.N. Goenka said, “Liberation can only 
be gained by practice, never by mere discussion.” 
Included is a list of abbreviations, a glossary, and an 
English translation of Pali passages.

S.N. Goenka was a renowned teacher of Vipassana 
in the tradition of Sayagyi U Ba Khin. He taught tens 
of thousands of people in more than 300 courses in 
India and around the world. The technique that he 
taught represented a tradition that is traced back 
to the Buddha.
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Political Science/Current Events 
256 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Trade Paper, $11.95 (Can $13.95)
ISBN: 9780976023616
Insight Press
Available

Science and Revolution
On the Importance of  Science and 
the Application of  Science to Society, 
the New Synthesis of  Communism 
and the Leadership of  Bob Avakian
Ardea Skybreak

This wide-ranging interview with Ardea Skybreak, 
a scientist with professional training in ecology 
and evolutionary biology, spans from inquiries on 
science to her thoughts on the new synthesis of 
communism brought forward by Bob Avakian. 
The question and answer session provides insights 
into understanding the world through the lens of 
science and how to implement change through 
this knowledge. The book is broken up into sec-
tions such as “A Scientific Approach to Society, 
and Changing the World,” “Bob Avakian—A True 
Scientific Visionary,” and “Getting Clearer on the 
Need for Revolution—Breaking with Wrong Ideas 
and Illusions.”

Ardea Skybreak is a formally trained biologist who 
specialized in evolutionary biology and community 
ecology. She is the author of Primeval Steps and Fu-
ture Leaps, Road to Emancipation, The Science of 
Evolution and the Myth of Creationism, and Source 
of Women’s Oppression.
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Childrens: Activity/Cooking 
176 pages, 8.5 x 11
Ages 7–9, Grades 2–4
200 Color Photos, Four-color Interior
Hardcover & DVD, $24.95 (Can $29.95)
ISBN: 9780982595213
Pukka Publishing
Available

Your Kids: Cooking!
A Recipe for Turning Ordinary Kids 
Into Extraordinary Cooks
Barbara Brandt

A fun and engaging cooking program, this book 
teaches kids to cook for their friends, their families, 
and for the rest of their lives. Using step-by-step 
video demonstrations and a unique, kid-friend-
ly recipe format with pictures of every step, this 
revolutionary new program is a complete cooking 
course that teaches kids over 100 cooking skills, 
methods, techniques, terms, and basic nutrition 
concepts. Kids do all the cooking themselves while 
their parent act as “sous chef”—there to provide 
encouragement and to keep things safe. Learning 
is completely hands-on and a guaranteed suc-
cess, whether parents know how to cook or not. 
Upon completing the ten “recipe-lessons,” which 
results in kids preparing 20 complete and bal-
anced meals the whole family can enjoy togeth-
er, kids have all the knowledge, experience and 
confidence they need to cook anything they want 
from any cookbook they choose.

• $40,000 marketing budget; co-op available

“Individual lessons are highly visual, filled with 
photographs designed to guide chefs step by step 
from ingredient selection to preparation to finished 
product . . . An accompanying DVD and a com-
panion website offer a wealth of further information 
for anyone interested in learning how to cook.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Barbara Brandt, M.ED., has more than 30 years of 
experience teaching, cooking, and creating cur-
riculums for national educational publishers. She is 
the founder of Hooked On Cooking!, a non-profit 
foundation dedicated to teaching children how to 
eat and live healthier through cooking education in 
schools. She lives in Missoula, Montana.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Art  
128 pages, 8.5 x 8.5
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
100 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $19.95 (Can $23.95)
ISBN: 9781940290423
Firehouse Publications
Available

If  Picasso Went to the Zoo
Eric Gibbons

Each page of this educational children’s book con-
tains a beautiful animal-themed art piece created 
by one of 50 art teachers from all over the world 
who have all chosen a famous artist to emulate. 
A great tool for intercurricular teaching, this book 
combines art history, zoology, and poetry that is 
informative and entertaining.  Also included are 
leaf icons placed under each picture to indicate 
whether the animal is thriving, threatened, endan-
gered, critically endangered, extinct, or a hybrid 
animal not found in nature. The art and poetry will 
educate children about the rich traditions of art 
history as well as inspire kids to learn more about the 
famous artists that are honored on every page.

Eric Gibbons is the founder and director of Fire-
house Gallery, an AENJ award-winning art educa-
tor, an artist, an inventor, and an origami master. His 
work has been featured in international exhibitions 
of art in places such as Osaka, Japan and Alex-
andria, Egypt. He is the author of If Picasso Had a 
Christmas Tree. He lives in Bordentown, New Jersey.
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Childrens: Picture Books/Art 
100 pages, 8.5 x 8.5
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
50 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $16.95 (Can $19.95)
ISBN: 9781940290331
Firehouse Publications
Available

If  Picasso Had a  
Christmas Tree
Eric Gibbons

Created by one of 30 art teachers, each delightful 
illustration brings art history to life, from the Renais-
sance to the modern era, which will educate and 
inspire children. Each teacher has emulated an 
artist and included a Christmas tree in a way that 
honors the work of that famous artist from history. 
Free online lesson plans have been created as a 
companion to the book that can be printed and 
shared with students. Engaging and informative, 
this book is a great way to introduce kids to the rich 
world of art history.

Eric Gibbons is the founder and director of Fire-
house Gallery, an AENJ award-winning art educa-
tor, an artist, an inventor, and an origami master. His 
work has been featured in international exhibitions 
of art in places such as Osaka, Japan and Alexan-
dria, Egypt. He is the author of If Picasso Went to the 
Zoo. He lives in Bordentown, New Jersey.
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Childrens: Picture Books, 32 pages, 8.5 x 11
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
Four-color Interior
Cloth, $16.95 (Can $19.95)
ISBN: 9780991635245
Scribble & Sons
March

Paper Monsters
Pam Tucker
Illustrations by Mark Ludy

Igniting imagination in children and encouraging 
creativity with everyday supplies, this book tells the 
story of two kids who should be in bed but instead 
are in their “laboratory” making paper monsters. 
When their creations escape, a hilarious romp en-
sues and rounding them up before daybreak is their 
mission before mom and dad awake! Children will 
be drawn in by these little inventors and the exciting 
adventure that is depicted in each illustration. And, 
as an added bonus, a little mouse can be found on 
every page.

Pam Tucker is a retired teacher who writes in a hilar-
ious, fun style and has an uncanny ability to com-
municate with children. She lives in St George, Utah. 
Mark Ludy is a writer and illustrator who promotes 
art and literacy to schools when not immersed in his 
sketchbooks. He has written or illustrated a number 
of picture books, including The Farmer, The Flower 
Man, The Grump, and Jujo. He lives in Waco, Texas.
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Childrens: Fiction/Fantasy  
266 pages, 5 x 8
Ages 9–12, Grades 4–7
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781942664451
Month9Books, LLC
Available

Dead Jed: Return of  the Jed
Scott Craven

With seventh grade behind him, Jed jumps at the 
opportunity to spend the summer in Mexico with 
his dad. But there’s just one catch: his best friend, 
Luke and his trusty pet, Tread get to tag along. In 
Mexico, fitting in might be easier than Jed imag-
ined, with holidays like Dia de los Muertos (Day of 
the Dead) a rising 8th grade zombie boy and his 
zombie dog won’t draw that much attention. But 
then Tread unwittingly sets off Mexico’s Chupaca-
bra Defense Network and Jed accidentally collides 
with a bus.  So much for blending in! The unusual 
pair catches the eye of a professional wrestler, who 
challenges Jed to a fight. Their antics manage to 
capture the attention of a doctor whose knowl-
edge of the undead causes Jed to question his 
very existence. Is this the answer Jed’s been hoping 
for since his parents sat him down for the “you’re 
a zombie” talk? Jed may have finally found a way 
to be normal, but at what cost? This humorous and 
heartwarming story is about surviving middle school, 
fitting in, and embracing one’s differences —even if 
you’re a zombie.

Scott Craven is a seasoned journalist, storyteller, and 
a features writer for The Arizona Republic. He is the 
author of Dead Jed: Adventures of a Middle School 
Zombie and Dead Jed: Dawn of the Jed. He lives in 
Phoenix, Arizona.

Dead Jed: Dawn Of  
The Jed

9781939765482
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Of  Breakable Things
9781939765154

Young Adult: Fiction/Fantasy  
300 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781942664024
Month9Books, LLC
Available

Of  Delicate Pieces
A. Lynden Rolland

Settling into her second year in the city of Eido-
lon, Alex is finally ready to live, to spend time with 
her friends, and to explore an afterworld in which 
she learns something new each day. But her life 
isn’t quite perfect. It seems certain classmates are 
determined to unearth Alex’s history. With each 
new piece of information that comes to light she 
is buried deeper and deeper in controversy. Until 
now, the living and the dead have always existed 
harmoniously apart from one another, but there 
are gifted humans who can see spirits and some 
of them believe Alex to be their slain civil leader. 
When they begin to break down the barriers that 
protect the city, the afterworld becomes vulnerable 
to exposure, and all fingers point to Alex. Clear lines 
have been drawn in the sand, and Alex doesn’t 
know whether to stand with the living or the dead. It 
seems both sides want to use her for their own gain. 
What they don’t realize is that neither side will want 
her when they find out who she really is.

A. Lynden Rolland is a sports fanatic, a coffee 
addict, and a lover of Sauvignon Blanc, thunder-
storms, and autumn leaves. When she isn’t hunched 
behind a laptop at her local bookstore, she can be 
found chasing her two vivacious children. She is the 
author of Of Breakable Things. She lives in Annapo-
lis, Maryland.
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Young Adult: Fiction/Fantasy  
285 pages, 5 x 8
Ages 9–12, Grades 4–7
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781942664536
Month9Books, LLC
Available

Super Freak
Vanessa Barger

Thirteen-year-old Caroline is a freak. Her parents 
have uprooted her to a town full of Supernaturals. 
You’d think she’d be thrilled. But, to someone with-
out a magical bone in her body, this daughter of 
tree sprites feels even more like an outcast than she 
ever has before. To make matters worse, her new 
home is cursed. But when Caroline takes to inves-
tigating the mysterious and strange happenings of 
Harridan House, her BFF goes missing. Seems some-
one doesn’t want Caroline sticking her non-magical 
nose where it most certainly doesn’t belong. Deter-
mined to prove herself, Caroline uncovers a plot to 
destroy her new hometown. But what’s a human 
without magical powers to do? Caroline better 
figure it out fast, before she loses everything she has 
ever loved and the whispers she’s heard all her life 
prove true: “Caroline is a useless super-freak.”

Vanessa Barger is a high school teacher of en-
gineering, practical physics, drafting, and other 
technological things. She has had articles published 
in Altered Arts Magazine, has had some artwork 
displayed in galleries in Ohio and online, and is a 
member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers 
and Illustrators and the Virginia Writer’s Club. She 
is the author of A Whispered Darkness. She lives in 
Newport News, Virginia.



Hunted
Missy Kalicicki and Abi Ketner

It’s been three months since the revolt against 
the Commander’s 50-year-old regime failed. 
Under a new ruler, things were supposed to 
change. Get better. Now, Wilson is in charge. 
But, can he really be trusted? Can anyone? Lexi 
and Cole soon find out, as life takes an unex-
pected turn for the worse. In this ever-changing 
world, you must hunt or be hunted. Lives will be 
lost. Hopes will be crushed. Fears will be realized. 
When Cole is once again faced with losing Lexi 
at the hands of a monster, one capture will 
change everything. Forever. Fans of the Sinners 
Series will enjoy this edition which includes a 
special cover and exclusive access to never 
before seen content. 

Melissa Kalicicki received her bachelor’s de-
gree from Millersville University in 2003. Aside 
from reading and writing, her interests include 
running and mixed martial arts. Abi Ketner is a 
registered nurse with a passion for novels, sing-
ing, and running. Best friends since college, they 
turned a month book review into a joint writing 
adventure. They are the authors of Branded.
They both live in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

ISBN: 9781942664833

Branded
Missy Kalicicki and Abi Ketner

Fifty years ago, the Commander came into 
power and murdered all who opposed him. In 
his warped mind, the seven deadly sins were 
the downfall of society. To punish the guilty, he 
created the Hole, a place where sinners are 
branded according to their sins. Sinners are 
forced to live a less than human existence in 
deplorable conditions, under the watchful eye 
of guards who are ready to kill anyone who steps 
out of line. Now, Lust wraps around my neck like 
thick, blue fingers, threatening to choke the life 
out of me. I’ve been accused of a crime I didn’t 
commit, and the Hole is my new home. Constant 
darkness. Brutal and savage violence. Excruci-
ating pain. Every day is a fight for survival. But I 
won’t let them win. I will not die in the Hole. I am 
more than my brand. I’m a fighter. My name is 
Lexi Hamilton, and this is the special edition of my 
story. A must-have for fans, this exciting release 
has a special edition cover and contains never 
before revealed bonus content. 

Melissa Kalicicki received her bachelor’s de-
gree from Millersville University in 2003. Aside from 
reading and writing, her interests include running 
and mixed martial arts. Abi Ketner is a registered 
nurse with a passion for novels, singing, and 
running. Best friends since college, they turned a 
month book review into a joint writing adventure. 
They both live in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

ISBN: 9781942664826
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Special Edition Hardcovers

Young Adult: Fiction/Science Fiction 
450 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Cloth, $29.99 (Can $35.99)
Month9Books, LLC   
February


